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create everything in 6 24 hour days . He could create everything in 24 minutes.

He could do it all in one second, and say let the earth be here as it is, but what

did he do. What he did I feel c-aft d can not def4et definitely know, but what

did He do? MI what He did I feel what I read yai a few minutes ago abcu t the

third day is to me a very strong evidence. In the scripture here strictly ,

without looking at any kind of the evidence anywhere, efltla- I feel that the

scripture statement stands , suggests very, very strongly that that third day

was much more than 24 hours, because He said Let the earth bring forth trees,

and grass, and herbs, and the k earth brought forth grass, herbs , arri tree

yielding fruit , whose seed was in itself. Well, you don't get an a tree yielding

fruit, whose seed is in itself in one day, you just don't get that. That would seem

to me to cover at least a few dozen years in that period , though, as I say, if

the Lord choose , He eeu4- could, as a motion-camera, speed it up so that

the trees would grow up out of the ground while you're looking, but the Bible

doesn't say that. It certainly isn't the natural way to ite interpret thewe

those words, and the same is true of the creation of the animals and the plants,

and it is interesting that as he describes them the orderwhich - I uld not that

think that a person who le- knew nothing about science and 1had never read

the Bible before, reading the account of the creation of animals would, when

re- he read the order of the fish and the birds, the different things say that's

just the obvious order they give. It's a little unusual order, and this is the

order in which the evolutionsists says these things came into existance. That

is the order which you have in Genesis 1. Ipeiipointed that out when I was

in high school to a teacher of English who was a ver pretty strong evolutionist.

Why sure , Genesis is a presentation of the theory of evolution. Well, I don't

think it is at all. But I doixthink God knew what order He created, and if the

evidence that they find points to something of the same order, that doesn't
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